
We are pleased to introduce you to the exciting world of Vital Force

Technology™. Developed by Dr. Yury Kronn, Russian radiophysicist

and inventor, Vital Force Technology™ is an extraordinary

technological breakthrough we believe holds unique promise for the 21st

century. It is our hope that applications of this technology will be of service in

meeting the many challenges of our times.

The history of Vital Force Technology™ goes back more than twenty years to

Russia where Dr. Yury Kronn was one of the leading theoreticians in high

frequency electromagnetic vibrations, laser physics and non-linear optics.

Renowned as an innovator, inventor and creative theorist he had long been

known for his special aptitude in tying together disparate theories and

explaining phenomena that had puzzled scientists for years. In 1978 he was

invited to view and comment upon demonstrations of paranormal phenomena

given by two powerful Russian psychics. He was astonished by what he saw and

in the following years participated in extensive research with fellow physicists in

an effort to understand the nature of these phenomena. Eventually he came to

the realization that there was no explanation to be found within the realms of

conventional physics. When he recovered from his shock, he immediately began

to look elsewhere for information about the mysterious forces at work in the

events he had witnessed. These events changed the course of his life and

ultimately led to the development of Vital Force Technology™.

Over the next 30 years Dr Kronn integrated his knowledge about the nature and

governing properties of matter, energy and the structure of the Universe with

information provided by unconventional researchers and a long term study of

what ancient cultures had to say about the energy they called the Universal Life

Force.

As he pulled together the pieces of this huge puzzle synthesizing information

provided over centuries and across cultures Dr. Kronn developed a more

comprehensive idea about the composition and mechanisms of operation of

what the modern scientific community calls the subatomic world. He learned

that this realm of subatomic particles, quarks, pre-physical energy and matter

whose effects can be observed but not measured, is like a universal primordial
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energy soup from which the physical world of protons, neutrons and electrons

is created. He had realized by this time that the energy at work in the

demonstrations given by the Russian psychics originated on this subtle level. (In

fact many call this energy “subtle energy”). Further, he began to understand the

mechanism of interaction between the subatomic and atomic (physical) worlds.

This was the key to the development of Vital Force Technology™.

After years of experimentation, Dr. Kronn successfully created plasma based

computerized equipment that accessed the point of connection between the

atomic and subatomic spheres, and made it possible to generate the energy

signatures of highly differentiated subtle energies. In other words, this

technology can harness subtle energy in the same way that conventional

science and technology harnesses electromagnetic energy. Vital Force

Technology™ is a three part process that produces standardized, repeatable

results so that subtle energy patterns can be created, stored and then imprinted

into almost any substance and added as an ingredient to any manufacturing

process.

Every manufacturer would like to be a leader in their field. The Vital Force

advantage can put you there with totally unique, distinctive, high quality

products that will set you apart from your competitors. The Vital Force

enhancement process is cost effective, efficient, and cannot be duplicated.

Working with the Vital Force team you can create custom formulas to enhance

the performance of your product and better meet your client's needs.

Though there are many applications for the subtle energy formulations

produced by Vital Force Technology™ a brief description of how subtle energy

works in the body is helpful in understanding how subtle energy effects physical

matter in general. An easy comparison can be made by comparing this process

to the way a TV works. The electronic system of the TV receives and decodes

sophisticated electromagnetic signals from a transmitter and converts them

What does this Vital Force cutting edge science mean for manufacturers of

health products?

How does subtle energy work?
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into pictures on the screen. Analogously, the energetic system functions as the

receiver, distributor and decoder of subtle energy, the informational “software”

for all of the body's processes from the cellular to the systemic level, like the

autonomic nervous system and the brain. Depending on the specific

information conveyed receptor cells are stimulated in different ways, such as to

reduce stress or stimulate communication between the brain and muscles to

name two examples.

Thanks to the work of today's pioneers in the fields of integrative and energy

medicine there has been a significant shift in perspective in the healthcare

industry in recent decades. The recognition that many health issues are a result

of disruptions of the energetic system and need to be addressed at this level has

changed the way many people think about health and wellness. Therefore, for

innovative manufacturers who want to distinguish themselves from the

competition with fast acting formulations that do more than treat symptoms,

the Vital Force process can provide a truly unique opportunity to enhance

products and benefit customers with subtle energy formulations that cannot be

imitated. Like an octane booster in an automobile, the technology can

significantly enhance the existing benefits of any product or substance.
The Vital Force subtle energy formulations can be imprinted into almost any

natural and manmade material including essential oils, herbs, herbal tinctures,

jewelry, industrial crystals, glass, and plastics. Research is currently underway on

a number of industrial and agricultural applications such as enhancing seed

germination and viability and for reducing EMF pollution. Polymers and

industrial crystals imprinted with specific subtle energy formulations have been

shown to help the body compensate for the effects of energetic distortion

coming into the brain and body by modulated EMF signals from cell phones,

computers, microwaves and other electrical appliances.

Recent research conducted by Dr. Kronn and his colleague Dr. Joie Jones at the

University of CA, Irvine, produced remarkable results that demonstrated the

power of several Vital Force subtle energy formulas to protect and revitalize

cells damaged by gamma radiation in laboratory experiments. (Further

information is available upon request.)
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iThere are three basic components of the Vital Force Technology™ of particular

interest to the manufacturer:

1.

Imprinted Vital Force formulas modulate the energetic characteristics of the

treated material. The resulting effect can significantly enhance the treated

material for a wide range of positive, desirable and cost effective benefits. Our

custom formulas are designed for and secured by the manufacturer on an

exclusive basis. For the company seeking to create brand distinction and

industry leadership partnering with Vital Force will open a new world of

possibilities.

The ability to generate and record custom energy patterns for permanent

storage in an extensive computerized library

2.The ability to imprint specific patterns into a wide variety of materials and

products

3.The ability to reproduce the benefits of that imprinting through a consistent,

repeatable, standardized production system

Please feel free to contact us with any questions you may have. We look forward

to talking with you and discussing ways to design custom formulas to suit your

product and client needs.
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